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Introduction
Recent measurements of the neutrino velocity with the OPERA detector [1] spiked the interest of applications for particles with superluminal velocities. These particles have untapped potential in many fields [2]. Here we present a study that used superluminal photons to increase efficiency of clinical MR scans; however this technique needs to overcome some growing pains before widespread use is warranted.

Materials and Methods
We generated photons at 63.25 Mhz inside Schwarzschild bubbles [3,4] travelling towards the scanner (Fig. 1). When the photons exited the Alcubierre space in forward direction, they had superluminal speed. The photons were directed into the scanner bore at times when excitation was required, replacing the regular excitation pulses generated by the commercial scanner.

In summary we could show that superluminal MRI is feasible, the modifications to the scan- ner (towards the magnet) that is synchronized with the flux generator (a), the constant stream of Schwarzschild bubbles indicated by the arrow then travels towards the magnet, emanating photons at the resonance frequency in forward direction and evaporate before reaching the wall of the vacuum chamber due to Hawking radiation. A shutter mechanism (b) is located at the collimator of the SBG (towards the magnet) that is synchronized with the pulse sequence to allow for synchronous RF excitation. The MR magnet (c) is a commercially available unit with only minor modifications to allow for external RF excitation and prospective acquisition.

Results and Discussion

Reports of all patients were obtained before patient registration. A typical image can be seen in Figure 2. Imaging data was also obtained - but excluded from the study - from one patient who canceled on short notice, this case seems to indicate that McFly paradoxes [5] are possible if the probability waves are high enough for an event to occur. However it may also be shine-through from a parallel universe [6].

Another interesting and initially puzzling case was one, where the patient came in for an evaluation of the optical nerve, and the radiologist dictated a massive hematoma in the right temporal area, however the patient was fine when he showed up. Only when the actual exam was started the mystery was solved, as the patient bumped his head when he slipped while taking off his shoes prior to the exam. The patient was kept for observation for a day after the MRI was completed but showed no further complications.

In summary we could show that superluminal MRI is feasible, the modifications to the scanner are minimal, only prospective acquisition and synchronization between the pulse sequence and the stand-alone SBG to triggers RF excitation is needed. Our technique can be used for faster and more efficient scanning. Our current practice is to read the report by day and having the actual MR exam the following night, this way the patient can take the report along and scanner utilization can be optimized.

We observed, however, effects of the time-space continuum that are not clearly understood, see the example above. In another recent case, a tech cancelled an exam that showed massive metal artifacts in the brain, the patient then reportedly went to the beach that day, however there it is conceivable that patients in such cases hold the hospital liable for hypothetical harm, since the images can be interpreted as evidence of neglect.

The technique currently has several limitations: Currently no local excitation coils can be used. Also, the delay between acquisition and excitation cannot easily be changed but requires lengthy retuning of the SBG. In addition, as pointed out earlier, paradoxes or apparent paradoxes might be observed. However, these shortcomings do not diminish the general utility of our new acquisition strategy.
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